Screening & Panel Presentation

“The Fourth Estate”

Please join us for a SCREENING of the Emmy-nominated Showtime documentary series,
“The Fourth Estate,” a fly-on-the-wall look inside T he New York Times in the Trump era.

The screening is followed by a PANEL DISCUSSION featuring:
❖“Fourth Estate” producer Jenny Carchman
❖New York Times media correspondent Michael Grynbaum
Moderator: Hunter Distinguished Journalism Lecturer A. Adam Glenn
WHEN: Wednesday, Sept. 26, 1-3 p.m.
WHERE: Ida K. Lang Recital Hall, 424 Hunter North
RSVP: Adam Glenn at ag4291@hunter.cuny.edu

JENNY CARCHMAN is producer and co- director of “The Fourth Estate,” and
has made award-winning documentaries for both theatrical release and
broadcast television for PBS’s Frontline, American Masters, American
Experience, POV, CNN, Showtime and HBO. She has produced several
documentary films for Academy-Award winning director, Martin Scorsese
(“Public Speaking,” and “ George Harrison: Living in the Material World”) and
directed HBO’s documentary “One Nation Under Dog,” which was the winner
of the Television Academy Honors Award for “Television with a Conscious.”
Jenny produced the documentary “KOCH” o n Ed Koch, the former mayor of
New York City, “Citizen Jane: Battle for the City,” a feature documentary about Jane Jacobs, and “Long
Strange Trip,” a six-part documentary series about the Grateful Dead. She directed, “Enlighten Us,” a
film for CNN Films about a motivational speaker who went to prison after leading a deadly retreat.

MICHAEL M. GRYNBAUM is a media correspondent for T he New York Times,
covering the intersection of politics, journalism and culture. Since starting at
The Times as an intern, he has served as City Hall bureau chief, Metro political
writer, transportation reporter, and economics writer during the 2008
financial crisis. He graduated from Harvard magna cum laude with a degree in
history and literature. He lives in Manhattan with his fiancée and their
Persian cat, Pajama.

A. ADAM GLENN is distinguished lecturer in the journalism program at Hunter
College. During his 35-year journalism career, he has worked in newspaper,
magazine and online newsrooms in New York and Washington, D.C., including
at ABCNews.com. As a digital media consultant, he has worked with news
publishers, think tanks and non-profits. He’s a long-time specialist in
environmental news, and he has taught journalism at Columbia University,
New York University, CUNY and the Indian Institute of Journalism and New Media.

